Scavenger Hunt

Visit the planet stations to find the answers to the following questions.

Mercury – The temperature on Mercury’s surface ranges from ______ degrees Fahrenheit on the daytime side to ______ degrees Fahrenheit on the nighttime side.

Venus – What is the only feature on Venus not named for a woman? ____________

Earth – The symbol of Earth is the Greek sign for ____________

Mars – What are the names of the two moons of Mars? ____________

Jupiter – How many “Earths” could fit inside Jupiter? ____________

Saturn – Which of Saturn’s moons looks like the “Death Star”? ____________

Uranus – Uranus is the only planet that ______________________

Neptune – ____________, on Neptune, is the windiest place in the Solar System with winds reaching ________ mph.

Pluto – Together, Pluto and its moon, Charon, are about the same size as ____________